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 Fall Training Program 

Playing Out Defence 

Keeping possession of the ball means your opponent cannot score goals and you have the chance to 

create opportunities. The key focus is to improve awareness on the ball and patience in the team. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Warm Up 

Setup 20x10yard area  

Description The player in the middle receives a pass from one of 

the outside players. The middle player makes a turn, 

passes out and then joins that group. The outside 

player that passed into the middle player becomes 

the new middle player. 

Speed Agility & Quickness   (Inc. Dynamic Stretching) 

Setup 2x Markers, 25yards apart with SAQ Activities 

Description Players in threes. Two players start on outside with a 

ball. One player works in the middle. Player 

completes an saq activity (ladders, poles, hurdles, 

markers etc.) and makes a pass to the end player. 

Rotate every 45seconds. 

   

Drill 

Setup Half Field 

Description Red passes to a Yellow defender and runs to 

pressure, the defender turns away from pressure and 

passes across the defence. Defenders continue to 

pass across until the defender on the opposite wing 

receives the ball. Repeat this drill on both sides. 

This defender passes to the server on his side. The 

Development 

Setup 60x40yard pitch with two 5yard End Zones                                                       

Description Each team attacks the opposition end zone while 

defending their own. Goals are scored by dribbling 

into the opponent’s end zone with the ball. When in 

possession, the team must constantly keep the ball 

on the move in order to tire the opponents.  
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Game Related Practice 

Setup 60x40yard pitch 

Description Play a small-sided game in an area split into three 

zones, as shown in the bottom picture. Each team 

has a “free zone”, which is their defensive area. They 

cannot be tackled by opponents here. Play is 

restarted with a pass-in when the ball goes out. 

Cool Down 

Setup  Two markers, 20yards apart                     

Description Players lightly jog performing slow dynamic stretches 

such as lunges, squats etc. This can be progressed 

into static stretches. It is important to lower the 

heart rate gradually and stretch all of the major 

muscle groups to aid recovery.  

   

Notes 
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